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- De nombreuses idées d’activités
- Des conseils aux professeurs
- Des résumés de romans et de pièces de théâtres et les
consignes de mise en scène
- Une grille d’autoévaluation
- Un lexique traduit
- Des conseils à donner aux élèves
- Un plan de séquence
- Un plan de séance
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Deux webinaires culturels
Avec Jean Grégory, professeur d’anglais au Lycée Carcouet à Nantes
L’Australie le mercredi 20 janvier (l’après-midi)
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Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde by Robert Louis Stevenson
Plot Summary
Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde is a classic horror story. Dr Jekyll is a kindly
old doctor, with two very old friends, Utterson and Lanyon. Mr Hyde
is a smaller, younger man, with a capacity for evil that seems to
emanate from him and repels everyone he meets. But there are links
between them. Hyde gives the family of a child he has beaten a
cheque signed by Jekyll. Hyde has a key to the back entrance to
Jekyll’s house, and Hyde can come and go at will and give orders to
Jekyll’s servants. Most disturbing of all for Mr Utterson, Dr
Jekyll’s lawyer, is the doctor’s will, which leaves all the doctor’s
money to Hyde should the doctor disappear for three months or die.

Clearly, Hyde has some power over the doctor, and the lawyer fears he may
murder him for his money.
Gradually, Hyde’s acts of cruelty get worse, culminating in the murder of a
famous man. Finally, we learn the truth about the two men. They are one and
the same. Jekyll has been conducting experiments to release the evil man
inside his good self, but the experiments get out of control. Mr Hyde emerges
at will and it takes stronger doses of chemicals to return to the form of
Jekyll. Jekyll runs out of chemicals and Hyde emerges forever, only to kill
himself before he can be captured.
Characters: Dr Jekyll / Mr Hyde / Utterson / Lanyon / a victim? / a
policeman? …
The scene:
•Mr Hyde murders a famous man
•His friends Utterson and Lanyon discover the truth about Hyde’s identity
•They confront Dr Jekyll who admits it all
The mood:
Try to express… fear, repulsion, horror, surprise, anguish, despair, etc.

Marion Crane from Phoenix, Arizona is having a secret relationship with
Sam Loomis, who lives in Fairvale, Texas. She wants to marry him, but
he
wants to pay off his father’s debts first. Marion’s boss asks her to take
$40,000 to the bank, and she decides to steal it to pay her lover’s
debts. It is a long journey to Fairvale. Marion gets stopped by a
policeman, manages to change her car, and she finally finds a place to
stay – Bates Motel.
Marion sees a large old house behind the motel. Norman comes down to
the motel and gives Marion a room. He offers her dinner at his house,
but Marion hears the argument between Norman and his mother. In the
end, Marion eats with him in the office in the motel, and he talks about
his mad mother. After talking with Norman, Marion decides to return the
money. While she is having a shower, someone attacks and kills her.

Norman sees the blood on his mother’s clothes and the body of Marion.
He puts the body and her belongings (including the money) into the car,
and he pushes the car into the swamp. A week later, Marion’s sister Lila,
Sam and a detective called Arbogast start to look for Marion. Arbogast
finds the Bates Motel and asks Norman questions about Marion.
After phoning Lila about his conversation with Norman, Arbogast goes to
the house behind the motel. He sees a shadow of an old woman, but
then Arbogast is murdered, too. Lila and Sam find out that Norman’s
mother died ten years ago. Lila and Sam go to the motel and quickly
search the room Marion was in.

Lila asks Sam to talk with Norman so that in the meantime she can go to
the house and look for Norman’s mother. Lila finds the body of an old
woman in the cellar. After being attacked, Lila and Sam find out the truth
– Norman is the killer. It is revealed that Norman has had a splitpersonality disorder since he killed his mother and her lover ten years
ago.
Characters: Norman / Lila / Arbogast / Sam / …
The scene:
Lila, worried about her sister’s disappearance, rings Sam.
When they find out that neither of them has seen Marion recently, they
go to a detective to explain the situation.
Arbogast finds the Bates Motel and asks Norman questions about
Marion.

Romeo and Juliet By William Shakespeare
Summary
Capulet and Montague servants get into a fight in the town square of
Verona. The fight is interrupted by the Prince of Verona, who tells
everyone that if anyone fights in Verona again, they will be put to
death. As Lord and Lady Montague turn to go home they ask Benvolio,
Romeo’s relative and friend, to find out why Romeo has been acting so
strangely. They do not know that Romeo is in love with Rosaline, a
Capulet. Romeo sneaks into Lord Capulet’s party to see Rosaline but he
meets Juliet, and they fall in love.
Romeo stands under Juliet’s window that night and they decide to
marry. Romeo goes to Friar Laurence, who decides to marry them only
because he hopes this marriage will bring the two families together at
last. Juliet’s nurse helps them too.

Another sword fight in the town square results in Tybalt, Juliet’s cousin,
killing Mercutio, a relative of the Prince’s and Romeo’s friend, and in
Romeo killing Tybalt in revenge. When the Prince discovers what has
happened, he banishes Romeo from Verona. As Juliet prepares for her
wedding night, the news of Tybalt’s death and Romeo’s banishment is
brought to her. Meanwhile, the brokenhearted
Romeo goes to the Friar for help. Juliet’s nurse arrives at Friar
Laurence’s with a ring from Juliet and a message asking him to come
and say goodbye to her. The action then moves away from the lovers to
the house of the Capulets, where Lord Capulet tells Paris, a young
nobleman, that he may marry Juliet in three days’ time. When Juliet is
informed about her parents’ plans, she is devastated. In desperation,
Juliet seeks help from the Friar once again.

When she arrives at the Friar’s house, Paris is there, telling the Friar
about his marriage to Juliet. The Friar sends Paris away and tells Juliet his
plan to drug her so that she appears dead in her bed. Everyone except
the lovers and the Friar will think she’s dead and her family will put her
body in the vault. But then Romeo will come and take her back with him.
The Friar’s message never reaches Romeo. Instead, he hears that Juliet
has died. He returns to Verona and breaks into Juliet’s tomb. There, he
takes some poison and dies beside Juliet’s inanimate body. Juliet
awakens, sees her dead lover and stabs herself. When both families see
the lovers’ lifeless bodies they agree to end the feud.

Characters: Lord Capulet / Juliet / Paris / Friar Laurence …
The scene:
Lord Capulet tells his daughter she has to marry Paris
Juliet is devastated and goes to the Friar to ask him for help
When she arrives at the Friar’s house, Paris is there, telling the Friar
about his marriage to Juliet.
The Friar sends Paris away and tells Juliet his plan to drug her so that
she appears dead in her bed.
The mood: Try to express… disagreement, anger, despair, comfort,
enthusiasm, etc

Murder on the Orient Express by Agatha Christie

A man called Ratchett is murdered on the Orient Express.
He turns out to be a gangster known as Cassetti, who
killed three members of the same family (the Armstrongs)
and one of their employees. A Belgian detective, Poirot,
investigates. There are many confusing clues, but he
eventually discovers that all the passengers and a
conductor are in some way connected to the Armstrong
family and twelve of them are guilty of the murder. Poirot
decides not to tell the police, however, presumably
because he believes they are justified in their actions.

Chapter 1: The Belgian detective, Hercule Poirot, is
travelling on a train to Istanbul. He hears a strange
conversation between Miss Debenham, a cold, young
woman and Colonel Arbuthnot. Poirot is called back to
London urgently and tries to book a compartment on the
Orient Express, but it is full. Fortunately, he meets M.
Bouc, who works for the company and helps him get on
the train. When Poirot is in the restaurant carriage, he is
approached by an evil-looking man, Mr Ratchett, who says
that someone has threatened to kill him. During the night,
Poirot is woken by a cry, but it seems to be a false alarm.
Then he hears a loud noise in the next-door compartment,
but sees nothing strange in the corridor and goes back to
sleep.

Chapter 2: The next day, the train is stuck in the snow
and Bouc tells Poirot that Mr Ratchett has been found dead
in his bed. He has been stabbed twelve times. The window
is open but there are no footprints in the snow. Poirot
interviews Ratchett’s secretary, MacQueen, who tells him
that Ratchett had received threatening letters. Dr
Constantine tells Poirot that two wounds were made hours
after Ratchett’s death. Poirot discovers that Ratchett was
really a gangster called Cassetti, who had been involved in
kidnapping and murdering an American child, the daughter
of Colonel Armstrong and Armstrong’s wife, the daughter of
a famous actress, Linda Arden.
•…

Characters: Poirot / Bouc / MacQueen / Dr Constantine …
The scene:
• Bouc tells Poirot Ratchett has been found dead in his
bed
• Poirot begins to investigate with the help of Bouc.
• He interviews Ratchett’s secretary, Mr MacQueen.
• Dr Constantine inspects the corpse and gives Poirot his
conclusions about the circumstances of the death.
The mood: Try to express…excitement, surprise,
suspicion, coolness, professionalism, etc.

Macbeth by William Shakespeare
• Summary
• Act 1 On a wild and stormy night, Macbeth, the Thane (or lord)
of Glamis, and his friend Banquo meet three witches on an
open road. The witches predict that Macbeth will become
Thane of Cawdor and King of Scotland, and that Banquo’s
children will be future kings. Macbeth jokes about it at first, but
when he is rewarded by King Duncan for his heroism in battle
by being made Thane of Cawdor, he begins to take the rest of
the prophecy seriously. Duncan and his sons come to
Macbeth’s castle to spend the night. Lady Macbeth learns of
the witches’ prophecy and, although Macbeth is somewhat
reluctant, she persuades him to kill the king.

• Acts 2−3 Banquo and his son, Fleance, meet Macbeth in the hall of his castle,
late that night. After they leave, Macbeth imagines he sees a bloody dagger
inviting him to commit murder. Lady Macbeth has given Duncan’s guards wine
mixed with drugs. As they sleep, Macbeth enters Duncan’s room and kills him.
He is worried that Duncan’s sons, sleeping in the next room, have heard him.
Lady Macbeth tells him to put blood on the drunken guards, so that they will
appear to be the murderers. However, Macbeth is too frightened to do it, so his
wife does it for him. The thane, Macduff, arrives at the castle and soon
everyone knows that King Duncan has been murdered. Macbeth kills the two
drunken guards, explaining that he did it out of love for the king. Malcolm and
Donalbain, Duncan’s sons, leave for England and Ireland secretly, afraid that
they too will be murdered. The sons are suspected of paying the guards to kill
Duncan, and Macbeth is crowned king of Scotland. The second part of the
prophecy has come true. Macbeth, now king, invites his friend Banquo to a
special dinner at his castle. By now, Banquo suspects that Macbeth is the real
murderer. Macbeth worries about the witches’ prophecy concerning Banquo’s
children becoming kings, so he arranges to have his friend and son murdered.
Banquo is killed, but his son escapes, and Macbeth is haunted by Banquo’s
ghost at the dinner. More people suspect Macbeth of the murders and begin
calling him a tyrant.

Acts 4−5 Macbeth consults the witches again, and is reassured to
hear that he will be killed by ‘no man born from a woman’, and will
be safe from danger until the trees of Birnam Wood march against
him. He has the wife and family of his arch-enemy, Macduff,
murdered, and confidently awaits battle with his enemies. Just
before the battle, Lady Macbeth kills herself. A messenger then
tells Macbeth that a forest is moving towards the castle (in order
to attack Macbeth’s castle, Macduff and the soldiers camouflage
themselves with branches cut from trees in Birnam Wood). The
battle is lost, but Macbeth refuses to surrender because he still
believes that he cannot be killed. He fights Macduff and almost
wins, but Macduff tells him that he was not born naturally – he was
cut from his mother’s body. Macbeth knows all is lost but still
doesn’t surrender. Macduff kills him, and King Duncan’s son,
Malcolm, is hailed as the new king of Scotland.

Characters: Macbeth / Lady Macbeth / one of the three
witches / Duncan / a ghostly voice ? …
The scene:
• Macbeth meets the witches who tell him their prophecy
• King Duncan comes to Macbeth’s castle to spend the night
• That night Macbeth tells his wife about the prophecy and
she convinces him to murder Duncan
• Macbeth imagines he sees a bloody dagger inviting him to
commit murder, so he does.
The mood: Try to express… surprise, excitement, conviction,
terror, etc.

The Time Traveller by HG Wells

A group of men, including the narrator, are listening to the Time
Traveller discuss his theories on time. The Time Traveller produces a
miniature time machine and makes it disappear into thin air. He then
shows his disbelieving guests a full-scale time machine, which he has
made in his laboratory. The Time Traveller proceeds to tell the story of
how he travelled to the year 802,701, and found the world occupied
by the Eloi and their enemies, the Morlocks. He becomes friends with
one of the Eloi, Weena, when he saves her from drowning. After she
dies in a fire, the Time Traveller is forced to escape from the Morlocks
on his own. He does, and then takes his time machine even farther
into the future to see the end of the world. He leaves again the next
day, and though he says he will return, the Time Traveller is never
seen again.

• Chapters 1 and 2: We meet four men at dinner discussing
time travelling. A man called The Time Traveller is showing
them a model of a time machine he has designed. He makes it
disappear. Another evening The Time Traveller arrives late for
dinner, dusty and tired with a strange tale to tell.
• Chapters 3 and 4: The Time Traveller describes his first
frightening attempts at time travelling, how he has seen the
moon and sun rush across the sky. Then he decides to stop,
and lands in a strange world of sweet, gentle but weak people
who only eat fruit.
• Chapters 4 and 5: The Time Traveller reflects on the
differences he has seen between the new world of the future
and his world. There are no diseases, no unpleasant insects,
no useless plants, and no work.

• Chapters 6 and 7: Suddenly the Time Traveller
realizes his time machine is missing. He thinks it may
be inside the strange metal pedestal he finds on the hill
and tries to open it. He also discovers a type of well that
sucks air into the ground. Then a woman, Weena, one of
the Eloi, is swept away in the river and The Time
Traveller rescues her. They become friends. One
morning, however, he wakes
• early and sees strange white figures carrying a body.
• Chapters 8 and 9: While trying to get out of the sun,
the Time Traveller finds a narrow room in some rocks
where he meets a strange white creature with angry
eyes. Later he goes down one of the wells and discovers
these are the Morlocks who are aggressive towards him.
He escapes but thinks the Morlocks probably eat the
Eloi as food.

Characters: The Time Traveller / 2 or 3 friends of his / one
or two Elois / one or two Morlocks
The scene:
• The Time Traveller is having dinner with his friends and
shows them a miniature time-machine
• His friends don’t believe him so he starts telling them
about his adventures
• His friends question him about the world of the future
and about the Elois and the Morlocks
• He tells them about the time when he saved an Eloi
woman called Weena. (flashback?)
The mood: Try to express… surprise, interest, disbelief,
conviction, fear, love, etc.

A Scandal in Bohemia by Arthur Conan Doyle
The King of Bohemia comes to London to visit Sherlock
Holmes in disguise. He fears that his marriage to the King
of Scandinavia’s daughter is in danger because of Irene
Adler. Adler, his former girlfriend, has a photo of them
which he worries may cause a scandal. The King of
Bohemia urgently needs Sherlock Holmes to scheme a
plan to find the picture so that it can be destroyed.
Disguised as a priest, Holmes succeeds in finding out
where the picture is hidden, but before he can get hold of
it, Adler flees the country with her new husband. She
sends Holmes a letter telling him how she saw through
his scheme, but promises never to use the picture. No
one ever beat Sherlock Holmes but Irene Adler.

Characters: The King of Bohemia / Irene Adler /Sherlock Holmes / The King
of Scandinavia’s daughter (find her a name)
The scene:
• The King of Bohemia visits Sherlock Holmes to tell him he fears his
marriage to the King of Scandinavia’s daughter is in danger and he
explains why.
• A flashback shows the King finishing his relationship with Irene. Very
angry, she threatens to blackmail him with the photo.
• Sherlock tries to comfort the King, but an imaginary scene illustrates the
king’s worst fear: the moment when his new fiancée discovers the photo
and becomes mad with jealousy.
The mood: Try to express… anxiety, impatience, anger, jealousy,
reassurance, calm…

Emma by Jane Austen
Emma, the 21-year-old heroine of the book, is beautiful, clever and rich.
Her mother died when she was very young, so her governess (Anne Weston,
a sensible woman who adores Emma) played the part of her mother. Another
old friend is Mr Knightley, a man in his late thirties who treats Emma like a
younger sister. Although Emma is charming, she is rather spoilt. She
befriends a young woman, Harriet, who is of a lower social class. Emma
amuses herself by matchmaking, convinced of her own superiority and
knowledge of people’s hearts. She makes several attempts to pair off Harriet
with men she considers suitable. But, unbeknown to Emma, Harriet has
fallen in love with Mr Knightley, who appears to return her affection. When
Harriet reveals her feelings to Emma, our heroine realises with horror that,
while claiming to know others’ hearts, she has neglected to know her own –
and she is desperately in love with Mr Knightley.

Characters: Emma, Harriet, Mr Knightley, Anne Weston.
The scene:
• Harriet reveals to Emma that she has fallen in love with
Mr Knightley, who appears to return her affection.
• Emma realizes with horror that she herself is
desperately in love with Mr Knightley so she goes to her
governess for comfort
• Anne Weston calls Mr Knightley and confronts him with
the 2 girls.
The mood: Try to express… love, hope, despair, advice,
etc..

1

Je peux m’exprimer (parfois avec des périphrases) sur des sujets relatifs à la vie quotidienne.

2

Je peux exprimer des sentiments tels que la surprise, la joie, la tristesse, la curiosité,
l’indifférence, l’impatience, la colère…

3

Je peux interrompre poliment mon interlocuteur quand je ne suis pas d’accord ou que je n’ai
pas compris.

4

Dans une conversation, je peux poser les questions qui me permettent d’obtenir l’ensemble
des informations dont j’ai besoin.

5

Je peux demander à quelqu’un d’expliquer à nouveau ce qu’il vient de dire.

6

Je peux me plaindre ou demander un changement quand je ne suis pas satisfait(e).

7

Je peux exprimer une opinion pour trouver une solution à un problème ou pour prendre une
décision pratique.

8

Je peux m’exprimer autrement si mon interlocuteur ne me comprend pas.

9

Je peux prendre l’initiative dans une conversation, par exemple aborder un nouveau sujet.

10

Je peux exposer poliment un désaccord sur un avis formulé par mon interlocuteur.

11

Je peux participer activement et sans préparation à toute discussion sur un thème qui m’est
familier.

12

Je peux prendre la parole devant un groupe de manière audible et claire.

13

Je parle uniquement anglais pendant les activités proposées.

14

Je fais un effort pour ‘mettre le ton‘ et j’insiste sur les mots clés.

15

J’adopte la gestuelle adaptée à mon discours.

Writing trailers
Introduction :
Black Devils Productions present : (title of the movie)
……………………………………… a ................................. movie !
(romantic comedy / a science fiction movie / an action movie /
a horror movie / a comedy / a detective movie / a tragedy / ...)
starring Juan Mortyme as Tom, the handsome loverboy.
Sue Narmie as Jane, the most popular girl in Clayton High
School
Ellie Gant as Emma, the jealous girlfriend...
and Hugo Phirst is Johnny, the mysterious stranger.

Scene extract 1: (short dialogue)
•
Scene extract 2: (short dialogue)
•
•
Scene extract 3: (short dialogue)
•
Conclusion:
(Title): ………………………………………………., the most amazing / the scariest movie
of the decade!!!
Coming soon to a cinema near you.
Prepare to be surprised / be moved to tears / have the best time of your life!

ACTIONING
The Actioning technique is probably the most firmly established of
all rehearsal processes within the British theatre. Most drama
schools and many directors see it as an essential part of rehearsal
‘table work’ and the bedrock of the actor’s work on the text.
Read your text again and, for each line or block of lines, choose one
of the following action verbs to express the underlying intention.
I threaten / I despair / I plead / I self-pity / I explain / I whisper / I
over-articulate / I beg / I criticize / I shout / I question / I wonder / I
rebuke / I cry / I reassure / I placate / I mock / I exclaim / I pause / I
insist / I exult / I wonder / I rejoice / I overreact / I ignore / I tease /
etc.

• Medusa
•
A suspicion, a doubt, a jealousy (I whisper)
• grew in my mind, (I speak up)
• which turned the hairs on my head to filthy snakes (I wonder)
• as though my thoughts
• hissed and spat on my scalp. (I explain)
• My bride’s breath soured, stank
• in the grey bags of my lungs. (I over-articulate)
• I’m foul mouthed now, foul tongued,
• yellow fanged. (I regret)
• There are bullet tears in my eyes. (I cry)
• Are you terrified? (I question)

• Be terrified. (I threaten)
• It’s you I love,
• perfect man, Greek God, my own; (I plead)
• but I know you’ll go, betray me, stray
• from home. (I despair)
• So better by for me if you were stone. (I threaten)
• I glanced at a buzzing bee, (I look up)
• a dull grey pebble fell
• to the ground. (I kill)
• I glanced at a singing bird, (.............................)
• a handful of dusty gravel
• spattered down. (................................)

• I looked at a ginger cat, (...............................)
• a housebrick
• shattered a bowl of milk. (................................)
• I looked at a snuffling pig, (..............................)
• a boulder rolled
• in a heap of shit. (.....................................)
• I stared in the mirror. (...................................)
• Love gone bad (...........................................)
• showed me a Gorgon. (.................................)
• I stared at a dragon. (....................................)
• Fire spewed
• from the mouth of a mountain. (.........................)

• And here you come (......................................)
• with a shield for a heart
• and a sword for a tongue (.................................)
• and your girls, your girls. (.................................)
• Wasn’t I beautiful (...................................)
• Wasn’t I fragrant and young? (...........................)
• Look at me now. (…………………………….)

THEATRE / DRAMA vocabulary
list

•A
• an act un acte
• to act jouer
• an actor acteur
• an actress actrice
• applause applaudissements
• to applaud applaudir
• to attend assister à
• the audience le public
•
•B
• backstage hors plateau
• to block mettre en place les positions et mouvements des personnages
• to take a bow saluer
• ‘break a leg!’ M...

•C
• the cast la distribution / l’ensemble des acteurs
• to be cast in a role être choisi pour un rôle
• character list liste des personnages
• characters les personnages
• corpsing (British slang) rire quand on ne devrait pas
•
•D
• dialogue dialogue
• director metteur en scène
• drama l’art théâtral
• to do drama faire du théâtre
• dress rehearsal répétition générale

•E
• an extra un figurant
•L
• the leading man / lady le premier rôle
• to learn one’s lines apprendre son texte
• lines le texte / répliques
•M
• a monologue

un monologue

•P
• a part un rôle
• to perform jouer / interpréter devant un public
• a performance une représentation
• a play une pièce
• a playwright un dramaturge
• the première la première
• to promptsouffler
• a prompter un souffleur
• props accessoirs

•R
• a rehearsal une répétition
• to rehearse répéter
• a role un rôle
• a run-through un filage
•S
• a scene une scène (partie d’un acte)
• the script
le texte / scénario
• the set le décor
• the setting le cadre (où se déroule la pièce)
• the stage la scène, le plateau
• the stage directions les indications scéniques / didascalies
• stage fright le trac
• a supporting role un rôle secondaire
•T
• theatre

le théâtre (le lieu)

•W
• wings les coulisses

A drama performance
Giving some feedback / advising / suggesting
Do’s
• You should speak louder
• You need to project your voice so that the audience can understand you
• You could articulate more
• You must insist on keywords
• Make sure you stress the right syllable
• It would be a good idea to memorize / revise your lines again
• It would be a good idea to make a pause here.
• Why don’t you slow down / hurry up when ….
• Make sure you stay in character
• Try to express anger when….
• Remember to use appropriate body language
• Remember to make eye-contact with your partner
• Be ready to face the unexpected!
• How about looking at your watch to show your impatience?
• What about scratching your head to show your incomprehension?

Don’ts
• You shouldn’t turn your back to the audience
• Try not to corpse / no corpsing!

Wheel of emotions
This wheel of emotions was designed to help kids identify their
emotions and understand them better.
It might help you identify the emotions and feelings of your
characters. Decide which ones are experienced by your character
and complete the wheel with synonyms or more precise adjectives
if you can.

OUR ENGLISH DRAMA PROJECT:
A (fake) improv match for literature fans!
• Objectives:
• To communicate our enthusiasm for literature to the TL
class
• To share with them what we have learned so far this
year
• Four teams:The Feminists/ The Gothics / The Big
Brothers / The Poets
Each team will champion their favourite authors and
pieces of literature

• Introduction: the 4 team captains welcome the audience and announce the
rules of the improv match and introduce the 4 teams (freeze frames)
• Warm up 1: The Feminists and the Big Brothers
• Round 1: “Meeting the other, love and friendship”
• The Feminists (Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice) versus The Big Brothers
(More’s Utopia and / or Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World)
• Votes
• Round 2: “The writer in his / her century”
• The Feminists (Kate Chopin’s The Story of an Hour) versus The Big
Brothers (Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World and / or George Orwell’s 1984)
• Votes

• Warm up 2: The Goths and the Poets
• Round 3: “Characters and their representations”
• The Poets ( Carol Ann Duffy’s Medusa) versus The Gothics (Stevenson’s
Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde)
• Votes
• Round 4: “Imagination”
• The Gothics (Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein) versus The Poets (John
Lennon’s Imagine)
• Votes - the final score is announced - finale : 4 versions of Lennon’s Imagine

Drama project planner

Rehearsal planner

Séquence 5: Drama Project
Mark scheme
Plan de séance

ce ‘Drama Project’
s et spécificités des techniques théâtrales:

er les compétences de communication orale
la motivation en impliquant chaque élève
er les situations d’énonciation
per des stratégies de communication par le non-verbal (gestes, mimiques, mouvements)
la réactivité en situation d’interaction
er la prise de parole en continu

er l’apprentissage
par le ludique
iation par le geste. Le geste comme aide à la compréhension et à la mémorisation

la culture et la littérature différemment
voix de textes littéraires
cture à la réécriture à la mise en espace

quoi un projet théâtre en 1L?

faire quelque chose dont vous ne vous sentiez pas capable ! (Déterminer son objectif personnel: 2 points b
s’entraîner à parler en public
travailler sur la prononciation, l’intonation
découvrir de merveilleux auteurs et leurs poèmes, nouvelles, romans…
mémoriser des textes littéraires, des repères culturels
se familiariser avec certains des thèmes au programme de la LELE
être créatif et faire un travail de réécriture et d’adaptation théâtrale
s’entraîner à coopérer avec les membres de votre groupe
communiquer aux autres (TL) ce que vous savez sur la littérature anglophone et ce que vous appréciez.

Le projet de séance

1 Perform two scenes from memory, demonstrating an understanding of the material

1
emonstrate a basic understanding of the place and period in which the characters live
1
emonstrate a secure understanding of the place and period in which the characters live
1
emonstrate a total understanding of the place and period in which the characters live

2
emonstrate a basic understanding of the characters’ moods and thoughts
2
emonstrate a secure understanding of the characters’ moods and thoughts
2
emonstrate a total understanding of the characters’ moods and thoughts

3
rform from memory with fluency and focus some of the time
3
rform from memory with fluency and focus most of the time
3
rform from memory with fluency and focus all the time

LO2 Use vocal skills in response to the text
2.1
Sustain vocal control through to the end of some phrases
2.1
Sustain vocal control through to the end of most phrases
2.1
Sustain vocal control through to the end of all phrases

2.2
Use adequate modulation some of the time
2.2
Use adequate modulation most of the time
2.2
Sustain adequate modulation all of the time

2.3
Speak with clarity of diction some of the time
2.3
Speak with clarity of diction most of the
2.3
Sustain clarity of diction all of the time

LO3 Create a physical response to the text
3.1
Communicate the personal characteristics of both characters through appropriate stance,
movement, gesture(s) and facial expression some of the time
3.1
Communicate the personal characteristics of both characters through appropriate stance,
movement, gesture(s) and facial expression most of the time
3.1
Communicate the personal characteristics of both characters through appropriate stance,
movement, gesture(s) and facial expression all of the time
3.2
Make effective use of the performance space some of the time
3.2
Make effective use of the performance most of the time
3.2
Sustain effective use of the performance all of the time

w and understand the characters, situations and staging in the chosen scenes

rief description of how the characters are feeling in the chosen scenes and how they react to their situation

ecure description of how the characters are feeling in the chosen scenes and how they react to their situat

etailed description of how the characters are feeling in the chosen scenes and how they react to their situa

rief description of the characters’ movements in the chosen scenes and the rationale behind them

ecure description of the characters’ movements in the chosen scenes and the rationale behind them

etailed description of the characters’ movements in the chosen scenes and the rationale behind them

a brief description of the reasons for the choice of staging in the chosen scenes
a secure description of the reasons for the choice of staging in the chosen scenes
a detailed description of the reasons for the choice of staging in the chosen scenes

Comment faites-vous avec un masque?

Un énorme merci à Mme Grundy pour :
- son expertise
- la clarté de sa présentation
- les nombreux documents partagés

